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Context



 An existing visual identity to be respected



The application developed for Norauto is a comparator of recharging solutions for 

owners of electric and hybrid vehicles. It allows them to find the optimal solution for 

their vehicle and their home. 





Accessible on both mobile phones and laptops, the application puts private 

individuals wishing to find the best recharging device in touch with professionals who 

install charging stations at home. 





First, the user submits a request through a form. Based on the data provided, a 

matching algorithm proposes the ideal solution to the customer's request. Finally, a 

telephone advisor finalises the order by organising an appointment for an 

intervention at home.  





Initially incubated as an intrapreneurial project within Norauto's innovation unit - Via ID 

- the project was favourably received by users, thus demonstrating the viability of the 

project to the business units of the Mobivia group. 



How to make it easier to understand a solutions comparator?  

The application is an extension of the existing Norauto website. From a UI design 

point of view, the specifications stated the integration of Norauto's graphic charter 

into the entire user journey.





During the product ideation and the construction of the different paths and 

scenarios, we therefore took care to advise Norauto on the design of an innovative 

product that respected the existing design system. 



 A mobile-first application



 Recommendation engine: importing data and creating an algorithm



With web usage coming mainly, if not essentially, from smartphones, it was agreed to 

develop this application in mobile-first mode in order to maximise the visibility of the 

service offered by Norauto and to focus on the user experience on mobile. 





We therefore focused on the fluidity and simplification of navigation: reduction of 

loading time, easy readability of content and ease of access to information. A 

functionally simple application, but significantly ergonomic in terms of product 

experience.





On the administrator back-office side, the creation of a page dedicated to order 

management, with all the information modifiable on the same page, allows the 

centralisation of information and offers an optimal user experience.

The accuracy and precision of the recommendation algorithm was a key technical 

challenge for the project. 





Our team developed a CSV import module to feed the database with qualified data. 

Thus, the recommendation algorithm suggests to users the most relevant recharging 

solutions according to their needs and habits. 





In addition to the user experience as such, it is also around this algorithm that the 

added value of the application is based on. 



 A crucial time-to-market



The communication around the recharging solutions offer taking effect during the 

winter, our objective was to make the application operational before this period. 


The project was therefore developed in record time - in less than 3 weeks - in order to 

meet the client's primary need.
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